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&extra 
dimensions  

fishguts  



soggy bread & fish guts
why didn’t the soggy bread and fish guts stick to the walls?



we live in three 
dimensions of 
space

dimensional analysis



in space, dimensions might 
be understood as 
directions 90˚ from 
each other

dimensional analysis



we also live in 
one dimension  
of time

conception

NOW

birth

enter high school

first date

enter college



we may only “move” along 
one direction on this line of 
time

conception

NOW

birth

first date

enter college

enter high school



God in a box

most of us keep God 
here - a 3D box 

but the Bible doesn’t 
limit God…



why this is good

not just to understand fish guts 

1) help us take God out of the box 

2) strengthen our faith and hope



is this all there is? 
just 3 dimensions of space 
and 1 dimension of time?

first big questions



kaboom.

Edwin Hubble 
observed that the 
universe was 
expanding



if so, and we run the clock 
back, there was a 
beginning…  
to everything

kaboom.



 Einstein’s general 
theory of relativity 
also told us the universe is 
expanding and had a 
beginning

kaboom, the sequel.



beginning of time

and recently scientists 
discovered that even 

cosmic time itself had 
a beginning



fine-tuned strings

string theory tells 
us that for the universe to 
work properly it must 
have at least 10D of 
space and 2D of time!



All of these discoveries imply there 
is more to reality than 
3 dimensions of space 

and 1 dimension of time…

so what?



if all the universe - space, time, matter, energy - started from 
nothing what was there before it all, before the 

creation event? 
what is outside or beyond our universe? 

what does this have to do with God?



flatland

to better understand dimensions beyond us, let’s take one 
away! 

let’s see what happens in a land that is missing one of our 
dimensions - in a place called  

                                         flatland



beings here have only these two dimensions, 
they are missing the depth dimension 

and here lives Mr Flat…

flatland



mr flat
Mr Flat knows only the screen here; 
not in “front” or in “back” of the 
screen 

all he can see is along the plane of 
these two dimensions (the screen), 
so all he “sees” are lines…





  



nowhere to run

Mr Flat can hide behind things and not be seen 
by his enemies, but will be seen by us 

in fact we can always see him…



 
 

  

 

 ?
 



healing touch

we can touch his insides using our third dimension 
without ever being seen by him, and without going 
through his “skin”…



 tee hee.



can… cannot

geometric shapes we take for granted are 
unimaginable and “impossible” to him 

just by rotating objects in the dimension they don’t 
have we can drive him nuts…



A rectangle! 

a can imbedded in his universe



? 









same can imbedded in his universe, 
but rotated forward

The rectangle 
became a 
circle!!! 

Uhh.. no



rectangle = circle

=



I’m here… no really.

we can always be close to Mr Flat even though he 
cannot see us, even when he sees himself as utterly 
alone in his universe…



  

 

  

 

 

 



imprisoned?

we can free him from a prison without 
destroying the prison or him…





What the?





all aboard the extraD train!

need to get him somewhere quick? 

we can move him from one place to another 
in one of his “instants”…



GREAT TIME OR DISTANCE

 



GREAT TIME OR DISTANCE

 



GREAT TIME OR DISTANCE

 



GREAT TIME OR DISTANCE

 



GREAT TIME OR DISTANCE

 



multiple exposures

should we enter his universe we can have 
some fun at his expense…





A line just 
appeared! 
It feels like 

a circle!
 

 ???

 I’m neither!





Both of those are me. !



no point to this!

ask him to point to you, to where you live, 
or to the others with you…





Nope!



Nyuh-uh!



Not there!



Nein!



Arrrrrgh!



fear not!

take him out of his comfort zone, his 2D 
world, and expose him just for a minute 
to our 3D world…





Yikes!!!





All better now.



’splainin’ to Lucy

now ask him to describe what he saw to 
his friends and family…



 

 sick!  freak!uhhh… umm...



disturbing sidenote

Flatlanders have been mistreated by humans 
as shown in following images…



undoctored smuggled photo



digitally enhanced image of previous image showing 
flatlander slaves imprisoned and used as “potty signs” 

for humans



we can only imagine

imagine having to lose just one dimension to be one of 
these flat critters and how much you would have to 
give up 

would you be relieved to get back to 3D? 

imagine getting another dimension



Biblical connections

use our Flatland 
examples to look 
deeper into our God 
and the Bible…



the Bible says that the heavens 
and the earth (the whole 
physical universe) were 
created in a beginning

in the beginning



what is seen…

…so that what is seen was not 
made out of things which are 
visible.  Heb 11.3



text message for Moses
…He gave Moses the two tablets of the testimony, tablets 
of stone, written by the finger of God. Ex31.18



paging Mr Belshazzar

Belshazzar’s finally 
sees the writing on 
the wall



healing touch

Jesus heals people without 
surgery or reaching in or 
punching a hole through them



in The Acts, Philip makes his 
way to the ethiopian eunuch, 
then is suddenly transported 

again back to azotus

philip’s azotus trip



always.

Surely I am with you always, 
to the very end of the age. 
Mt28.20



nowhere to hide
His eyes are on the ways of men; he sees their every step.  
There is no deep shadow,  
where evildoers can hide.  
Job34



where I go…

Where I am going, 
you cannot follow 
now, but you will 

follow later.  
Jn13.36



fully man, fully God

extraD’s allow this even though 
we cannot fully comprehend it…



as a man he was influenced by 
the spacetime phenomena of 
this planet 
as God he could control it, too

total control



the trinity

three persons in one God??? 

again, extra D allow it, though 
(again) we cannot fully 
comprehend it



the new jerusalem
can’t point to this place 

although He “is preparing” 
it for us. 

the Revelation seems to be 
trying to describe the 

indescribable, something 
clearly beyond us



and then face to face

but we know that when he 
appears we shall be like 

him, for we shall see him 
as he is.  

 I Jn 3.2



a little time on time

God can work in more 
than one dimension of 
time…



perfect timing

He can see us as we were, are, and 
will be - all at the same 
time. 

He can then gently tweak all of 
“history” so that we can be here right 
now listening to this.



a billion prayers

God can simultaneously listen 
to billions of prayers in an 
instant as if they were the the 
only prayers being spoken



how prophetic!

God can tell prophets what “will” 
happen because He sees it 
happening



in just hours on a cross He can 
take on the eternal 

punishment of all 
humans that have 

ever lived

the atonement



The Crucifixion

how an eternity of 
torment for billions 

of people can last 
just hours

†



best in both worlds

both incarnation and atonement 
should tell us this...



God can work in any combination of 
spatial and time dimensions He 
chooses, whenever He chooses, to 
accomplish His perfect plan.

best in both worlds



new bodies

the perishable will put 
on the imperishable 

new laws of physics 
“beyond” won’t allow 
decay



perfect relationships
when in heaven, we can praise Him, talk with others, 

have solitary time of reflection, converse w/ Him,  
learn new things,  and so on...  
all at the same time.



why limit us now?



our blessed prison

•time =  
uni-dimensional!  
irreversible! 
unstoppable!  

•bad people can only 
exist at one time



• spacetime limits how many we 
can harm: 

• time limits our human contacts 
• space separates us from others 
• these are the best 

physics to limit evil in 
this life - it’s 
almost… almost… 
Godlike!





no more boxes - ever!

we can learn to let God be God, to take 
Him out of the box we’ve placed Him in 

can give us great hope both here, and for 
the future…



No eye has seen, 
no ear has heard,  
no man has conceived 
what God has prepared 
for those who love him.



Suggested reading part 1



Suggested reading part 2
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